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These shapes represent the 
pieces of wood I selected. 



1. Printed out pattern. Use 11” x 17” paper.
2. Used the one sheet to layout my cut pieces and determine what selections of 
wood to use.
3. Cut all pieces to width and made sure they fit well. I was not concerned about the 
thickness. Some had a difference of 1/8"
4. I first glued and clamped the center section (Strings of guitar).
5. I also glued on the small piece on end of strings.
6. After gluing I jointed the center piece to final width.
7. Next I glued and clamped all outer pieces together. Then ran through the planer 
for final thickness.
8. I used my pattern to make a template out of 1/4" plywood.
9. Used carpet tape to attach pattern on the glued pieces.
10. With pattern on I used the bandsaw to cut out the shape within about a 1/16" 
from the pattern. 
11. With pattern on I transferred the location for hole to drill.
12. With pattern aligned the best I could, I used a pattern bit on my router table and 
routed the shape to final shape.
13. Remove pattern. (Make sure to transfer hole location)
14. Next was to use a 1/4" round over bit to routed all edges.
15. With location of center hole I drilled with fostener bit to drill through. On back 
side I used scrap piece to drill into so not to have breakout.
16. I sanded with 100 and then down to 320. 
17. After final sanding I used Watco butcher block finish. (Bought at Lowes). I 
apply about 4 to 5 coats. Some light sanding in between.

Here is a brief listing of my 
steps to make the cutting board.
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